You don’t get
second chances on
missions to Mars.

That’s why NASA chose a protective
TurtleSkin system to prevent punctures
to the crash bags for their Mars landings
of Pathfinder in 1997, as well as the Mars
Spirit & Opportunity in January 2004.
TurtleSkin products are manufactured
by Warwick Mills, the world’s leader
in puncture- and cut-resistant fabrics.
Our patented materials are used in a
variety of protective apparel, including
gloves for police officers to prevent
needlesticks, flame & cut-resistant fabric
for firefighters, and protective suits for
high pressure water jetting. From the sails
on America’s Cup racing yachts to the
blimps flying over the Super Bowl, you’ll
find Warwick’s products where quality,
durability, and high performance matter most.

www.turtleskin.com
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Advanced Puncture Protection
The Lightest, Most Comfortable
Snake and Thorn Protection Available

The TurtleSkin Advantage

Protective Snake Pants

Never has a softer pair of pants been
designed for snake protection. Soft 100%
cotton shell with a TurtleSkin system built
into the entire bottom from the knee down.
Available in khaki or sage green.
Sizes: 32”- 42” in short, regular, or long.

Best Protection from Snakes

Most snake garments are heavy, stiff, and
bulky. TurtleSkin SnakeArmor’s 6 oz fabric
is one-third the weight of other systems, yet
tested to repel even large rattlesnakes.

Patented Puncture Protection

TurtleSkin SnakeArmor’s patented technology
produces the tightest weave ever made with
high-strength fibers. Its weave is locked so tightly,
snake fangs can’t slip past, while TurtleSkin’s tough ballistic fibers resist breaking.
This results in an extremely protective fabric that is lightweight and flexible.
US Patents 5,565,264 and 5,837,623, as well as other patents pending.

Tested with Live Snakes

Below the Knee Protection Snake Chaps

The TurtleSkin SnakeArmor system was tested
with live diamondback rattlesnakes, and
successfully repelled their strikes and venom.
In addition, this system stopped a simulated
snake strike of paired 0.05” diameter needles at
2.63 joules, and 0.042” diameter needle at 2.37
pounds with a penetration limit of 0.03”.
Go to www.turtleskin.com to see a
video of the live snake testing.

Made from a soft, outer shell with 16 inches of TurtleSkin
protection from the knee down. Lightweight outer shell is
water resistant and breathable. Available in khaki and sage green.
Sizes: regular or husky, in short, regular, or long.

Total Protection Snake Chaps

Full protection from snakes and thorns for the entire leg, from hip to
ankle, making it the most protective chap made. This lightweight
chap will keep you cool and dry. Available in khaki and sage green.
Sizes: regular or husky, in short, regular, or long.

Snake Fang Magnified
over TurtleSkin Fabric

• One-third the weight
• Certified results
• Cool comfort
• Waterproof
• Reversible
• Patented

Reversible Snake Gaiters

For more information, call 603 291 1000
or 888 477 4675 (toll free in US), or visit
www.turtleskin.com

This reversible gaiter is designed so you can
wear either the natural camo pattern or the
lighter khaki. Simply zip up the back and cinch
the elastic top for a snug fit. Available in sage,
camo, and khaki combinations.
Sizes: regular or husky.

